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Abstract—Bandwidth allocation schemes have been well studied for mobile cellular networks. However, there is no study about this
aspect reported for IEEE 802.11 contention-based distributed wireless LANs. In cellular networks, bandwidth is deterministic in terms
of the number of channels by frequency division, time division, or code division. On the contrary, bandwidth allocation in contentionbased distributed wireless LANs is extremely challenging due to its contention-based nature, packet-based network, and the most
important aspect: only one channel is available, competed for by an unknown number of stations. As a consequence, guaranteeing
bandwidth and allocating bandwidth are both challenging issues. In this paper, we address these difficult issues. We propose and study
nine bandwidth allocation schemes, called sharing schemes, with guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS) for integrated voice/video/data
traffic in IEEE 802.11e contention-based distributed wireless LANs. A guard period is proposed to prevent bandwidth allocation from
overprovisioning and is for best-effort data traffic. Our study and analysis show that the guard period is a key concept for QoS
guarantees in a contention-based channel. The proposed schemes are compared and evaluated via extensive simulations.
Index Terms—Admission control, IEEE 802.11e, quality of service, resource management, wireless LANs.
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INTRODUCTION

recent years, the market for IEEE 802.11 wireless local
area networks (WLANs) has enjoyed tremendous growth,
partially due to potential applications of WLANs such as
convenient Internet/database access and high speed communications with reasonable costs. We have also witnessed
phenomenal growth in cellular data services and emerging
wireless multimedia applications. Bandwidth allocation
schemes with Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees in wireless
cellular networks have been well studied. In cellular networks, bandwidth is deterministic in terms of the number of
channels by frequency division, time division, or code
division. On the contrary, bandwidth allocation in distributed wireless LANs is extremely challenging due to its
contention-based nature, packet-based network, and the
most important aspect: only one channel is available,
competed for by an unknown number of stations under
different traffic patterns. Therefore, guaranteeing bandwidth
and allocating bandwidth are both extremely difficult. These
open up a new research avenue and call for novel ways to
support QoS in contention-based distributed WLANs.
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The medium access control (MAC) of the IEEE 802.11
WLAN employs a mandatory contention-based channel
access function, called the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), and an optional centrally controlled channel
access function, called the Point Coordination Function
(PCF) [1]. The DCF adopts a carrier sense multiple access
with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) with binary exponential backoff. The IEEE 802.11 DCF enables fast installation with minimal management and maintenance costs and
is very robust protocol for the best-effort service. The
popularity of the IEEE 802.11 WLAN is mainly due to the
DCF, whereas the PCF is barely implemented in today’s
products due to its complexity and inefficiency for normal
data transmissions, even though it has some limited QoS
support. To support the MAC-level QoS, the IEEE 802.11
Working Group has recently developed IEEE 802.11e [2],
providing QoS features and multimedia support to the
existing 802.11a/b/g [3], [4] WLANs while maintaining a
full backward compatibility with these legacy standards.
The IEEE 802.11e MAC employs a channel access function,
called the Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF), which
includes both contention-based channel access and centrally-controlled channel access mechanisms. The contention-based channel access mechanism is also referred to as
Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA). The EDCA
provides a priority scheme by differentiating the interframe
space as well as the initial and the maximum contention
window sizes for backoff procedures.
In the previous work in [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15], the main focus was on studying the EDCA
mechanisms and differentiated services. However, the
schemes proposed in [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15] cannot provide guaranteed QoS. One of the
key challenges in the design of bandwidth allocation
Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, & SPS
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policies is to guarantee the different QoS requirements
while at the same time ensuring that the scarce bandwidth
is utilized efficiently. Readers are recommended to refer to
[13] for more work on differentiation/priority service. In
[23], we proposed a global measurement-based data control
scheme. In [24], we proposed a local measurement-based
data control scheme as well as admission control without
the presence of access points.
In this paper, we propose several bandwidth allocation
mechanisms for the EDCA with guaranteed QoS. Guaranteed QoS is achieved by admission control mechanisms and
best-effort data control mechanisms. In admission control
mechanisms, video and voice flows are accepted or rejected
based on the available budget(s), and a guard period is
proposed to prevent bandwidth allocation from overprovisioning. In the data control mechanism, best-effort
data parameters are dynamically controlled based on traffic
conditions. The main focus of this paper is to study more
efficient bandwidth allocation mechanisms with guaranteed
QoS for voice and video. We propose nine bandwidth
sharing schemes:
1. complete sharing,
2. forward-voice reserved sharing,
3. backward-voice reserved sharing,
4. forward-video reserved sharing,
5. backward-video reserved sharing,
6. forward reserved sharing,
7. backward reserved sharing,
8. backward-voice forward-video reserved sharing, and
9. forward-voice backward-video reserved sharing.
In the complete sharing scheme, voice flows and video
flows share the bandwidth completely. Some bandwidth
can be reserved for either voice flows or video flows or both
if needed. The order of using bandwidth can also be
classified into two approaches, i.e., forward and backward.
All the schemes can provide guaranteed QoS for voice and
video. The proposed schemes are evaluated with extensive
simulations.
In this paper, a bandwidth guarantee means that the
quality of voice and video flows is maintained by two
mechanisms: admission control and data control. Admission control protects existing voice/video flows from new
voice/video flows and data control protects existing voice/
video flows from best-effort data traffic. The guarantee is a
soft statistical guarantee, but not a hard guarantee.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: We briefly
introduce the IEEE 802.11 DCF and the 802.11e EDCA in
Section 2. Sharing schemes and a guard concept are
proposed in Section 3. Section 4 presents detailed implementations of sharing schemes via admission control
mechanisms and a data control algorithm. Performance
studies are carried out in Section 5 with extensive
simulation results. We conclude our paper in Section 6.

2

IEEE 802.11 DCF

AND

IEEE 802.11E EDCA

We briefly introduce the IEEE 802.11 DCF and the IEEE
802.11e EDCA, an earlier 802.11e draft, i.e., IEEE 802.11e/
D4.3, for differentiated services of EDCA in Section 2.1 and
Section 2.1, respectively.
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2.1 IEEE 802.11 DCF
The IEEE 802.11 MAC employs a mandatory DCF and an
optional PCF. In a long run, time is divided into repetition
intervals called superframes. Each superframe starts with a
beacon frame, and the remaining time is further divided
into a contention-free period (CFP) and a contention period
(CP). The DCF works during the CP and the PCF works
during the CFP. If the PCF is not active, superframes do not
exist. However, the beacon frames are periodically transmitted irrespectively. The beacon frame is a management
frame for synchronization, power management, and delivering network operation parameters. Beacon frames are
generated in regular intervals called target beacon transmission times (TBTTs).
The DCF defines a basic access mechanism and an
optional request-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) mechanism. Under the DCF, a station with a frame to transmit
monitors the channel activities until an idle period equal to a
distributed interframe space (DIFS) is detected. After
sensing an idle DIFS, the station waits for a random backoff
interval before transmitting. The backoff time counter is
decremented in terms of slot time as long as the channel is
sensed idle. The counter is suspended when a transmission
is detected on the channel and resumed with the old
remaining backoff interval when the channel is sensed idle
again for a DIFS interval. The station transmits its frame
when the backoff timer reaches zero. For each new
transmission attempt, the backoff interval is uniformly
chosen from the range [0, CW  1] in terms of timeslots,
where CW is the current backoff window size. At the very
first transmission attempt, CW equals the initial backoff
window size CWmin . After each unsuccessful transmission,
CW is doubled until a maximum backoff window size value
CWmax is reached. After the destination station successfully
receives the frame, it transmits an acknowledgment frame
(ACK) following a short interframe space (SIFS) time. If the
transmitter station does not receive an ACK within a
specified ACK timeout, it reschedules the frame transmission according to the backoff rules discussed above.
2.2 IEEE 802.11e EDCA
IEEE 802.11e provides a channel access function, called the
Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF), to support applications with QoS requirements. The HCF includes both
contention-based channel access and centrally controlled
channel access schemes. The contention-based channel
access of the HCF is also referred to as the Enhanced
Distributed Coordination Function (EDCA).
The EDCA works with four Access Categories (ACs),
which are virtual DCFs, where each AC achieves a differentiated channel access. This differentiation is achieved
through varying the amount of time a station would sense
the channel to be idle and the length of the contention
window for a backoff. The EDCA supports eight different
priorities which are further mapped into four ACs, where
AC_VO (or AC 3), AC_VI (or AC 2), AC_BE (or AC 1), and
AC_BK (or AC 0) correspond to voice, video, best-effort, and
background traffic, respectively. We, in this work, assume
that data traffic is served via AC 0. Differentiated ACs are
achieved by differentiating the arbitration interframe space
(AIFS), the initial window size, and the maximum window
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Fig. 1. Sharing schemes. For (a) to (i), we have ð þ sumði Þ ¼ 1Þ: (a) complete sharing, (b) forward-voice reserved sharing, (c) backward-voice
reserved sharing, (d) forward-video reserved sharing, (e) backward-video reserved sharing, (f) forward reserved sharing, (g) backward reserved
sharing, (h) backward-voice forward-video reserved sharing, and (i) forward-voice backward-video reserved sharing.

size. That is, for AC i ði ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3Þ, the initial backoff
window size is CWmin ½i, the maximum backoff window
size is CWmax ½i, and the arbitration interframe space is
AIF S½i. For 0  i < j  3, we have CWmin ½i  CWmin ½j,
CWmax ½i  CWmax ½j, and AIF S½i  AIF S½j. In other
words, the EDCA employs AIF S½i, CWmin ½i, and CWmax ½i
(all for i ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3) instead of DIFS, CWmin , and CWmax ,
respectively. If one AC has a smaller AIF S, CWmin , or
CWmax , the AC’s traffic has a better chance to access the
wireless medium earlier.
Four transmission queues are implemented in a station,
and each queue supports one AC behaving roughly as a
single DCF entity in the original IEEE 802.11 MAC. It is
assumed that a payload from a higher layer is labeled with
a priority value and it is enqueued into the corresponding
queue according to the mapping. Each queue acts as an
independent MAC entity and performs the channel access
with a different interframe space ðAIF S½iÞ, a different
initial window size ðCWmin ½iÞ, and a different maximum
window size ðCWmax ½iÞ. Each queue has its own backoff
counter ðBO½iÞ, which acts independently in the same way
as the original DCF backoff counter. If there is more than
one queue finishing the backoff at the same time, the
highest AC frame is chosen to transmit by the virtual
collision handler. Other lower AC frames whose backoff
counters also reach zero will increase their backoff counters
with CWmin ½iði ¼ 0; . . . ; 3Þ, accordingly.
The values of AIF S½i, CWmin ½i, and CWmax ½i (all for
i ¼ 0; . . . ; 3) are referred to as the EDCA parameters, which
will be announced by the QoS Access Point (QAP) via
periodically transmitted beacon frames. The QAP can also
adaptively adjust these EDCA parameters based on the
network traffic conditions.

3

SHARING SCHEMES

AND

GUARD PERIOD

In this section, we propose sharing schemes and a guard
period concept in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, respectively.

In Section 3.3, we provide an approximation and analysis
on choice of the guard period.

3.1 Sharing Schemes
If a portion of bandwidth is shared, it is shared without
differentiations among the involving ACs. On the other
hand, if a portion of bandwidth is reserved, one particular
AC occupies the whole portion.
To define bandwidth in a contention-based channel is
not as simple as in a cellular network. In this paper,
measurements are conducted during each regular time
interval, which can be a beacon interval or several beacon
intervals. We define bandwidth as the time interval
between two measurements, and it is a constant value.
We propose in total nine sharing schemes shown in Fig. 1:
Fig. 1a shows complete sharing, Fig. 1b shows forwardvoice reserved sharing, Fig. 1c shows backward-voice
reserved sharing, Fig. 1d shows forward-video reserved
sharing, Fig. 1e shows backward-video reserved sharing,
Fig. 1f shows forward reserved sharing, Fig. 1g shows
backward reserved sharing, Fig. 1h shows backward-voice
forward-video reserved sharing, and Fig. 1i shows forwardvoice backward-video reserved sharing.
Let T denote the total bandwidth, which is the time
interval between two measurements. In the complete
sharing scheme shown in Fig. 1a, total bandwidth is
divided into two portions: a complete sharing region
ð1 T Þ for both voice and video and a guard period ðT Þ
to prevent bandwidth allocation from over provisioning
and for best-effort data traffic, where  þ 1 ¼ 1. The guard
period will be explained in the next section. Some
bandwidth can be reserved for either voice flows or video
flows, or both if needed. The order of using bandwidth can
be also classified into two approaches, i.e., forward and
backward. In a forward scheme, bandwidth is used first in
the reserved region if having any, and then in the shared
region. In a backward scheme, bandwidth is used first in
the shared region, and then in the reserved region if having
any. For example, in the forward-voice reserved sharing
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scheme shown in Fig. 1b, an 2 T portion of the total
bandwidth is reserved for voice flows only, an 1 T portion
of the total bandwidth is for complete sharing among voice
and video flows, and a T portion of the total bandwidth is
for the guard period, where  þ 1 þ 2 ¼ 1; since Fig. 1b is
a forward scheme, voice flows first use bandwidth in the
reserved region, and if the reserved region has no
bandwidth/budget left, the shared region can be used for
voice flows too. The budget concept will be introduced in
the next section. Parameters such as  and  are systemtunable parameters, which are chosen based on a system’s
requirements, such as what percentage of the bandwidth is
reserved for video and voice.
Intuitively, the complete sharing scheme is the best in
terms of utilization among the nine sharing schemes;
however, with a reserved region for an AC, some minimum
traffic for this AC can be guaranteed and more traffic for the
reserved AC may be accepted in the system depending on
the need for this AC. A forward scheme is more efficient
than a backward scheme since the backward scheme is a
selfish and greedy scheme for the reserved AC; however, in
a backward scheme, more traffic for the reserved AC may
be accepted in the system. These intuitions will be verified
with simulations in later sections.

3.2 Guard Period and Data Traffic
In each sharing scheme, a guard period, shown in Fig. 1, is
needed for two reasons: 1) as a guard bandwidth reserved
partially for collision and idle time to prevent bandwidth
allocation from over provisioning and 2) as a period
reserved partially for best-effort data traffic.
The reason that the guard period has the function as a
guard bandwidth reserved partially for collision and idle
time to prevent bandwidth allocation from overprovisioning is stated as follows: The channel is a contention channel,
in which there are idle time, successful transmissions
(including associated overhead such as ACK frames and
interframe spaces such as DIFS and SIFS time), and
collisions (including associated overhead such as ACK
frames and interframe spaces such as DIFS and SIFS time).
No matter how smartly the MAC protocol is designed, there
is no way to eliminate both idle period and failure
transmission at the same time as long as the channel is
contention-based. The following behaviors have been
observed in many contention-based protocols such as
Aloha, Slot-Aloha, CSMA (carrier sense multiple access),
CSMA/CD (collision detection), and CSMA/CA (collision
avoidance) [16], [17], [18]. In a contention-based protocol, as
shown in Fig. 2, when the traffic load and the number of
competing stations are very small, the portion of idle time is
very large, and the portion of collisions is very small; as the
traffic load and the number of competing stations increase,
the portion of idle time decreases and the portion of
collisions increase; finally, when the traffic load and the
number of competing stations are extreme large (infinite) so
that every frame is collided, the portion of idle time is
almost zero, and the portion of collisions reaches almost
one. We have the following assumptions for the above
analysis: 1) measurements are conducted during a fixed and
relative large time interval, and 2) the frame sizes are the
same and fixed. In Fig. 2, we illustrate that the portion of
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Fig. 2. Idle and collision periods.

idle and collision time is larger than a fixed positive number
all the time, which is referred as to a guard period.
Therefore, the total bandwidth, i.e., the length of measurement interval, cannot be totally used for bandwidth
allocation, and a guard period is adopted in this paper to
protect bandwidth allocation from overprovisioning. Therefore, we claim that a guard period is needed and reserved
partially for idle and collision time to prevent bandwidth
allocation from overprovisioning.
The second function of the guard period is partially for
best-effort data traffic, referred as to data traffic hereafter.
Data traffic is not shown in Fig. 1 since data traffic is besteffort so that no allocation is for it. In other words, data
traffic uses the leftover bandwidth of voice and video
traffic. Furthermore, data traffic can also consume some
bandwidth in the guard period if we intentionally choose a
larger guard period, in which case, the guard period
overprotects the system, but the overportion of the guard
period can be potentially consumed by data traffic. Therefore, the guard period is partially for data traffic. Data
traffic consumes not only bandwidth in the guard period,
but also leftover bandwidth of voice and video traffic.
When voice and video traffic is very large and consumes
almost all the bandwidth for voice and video, data traffic
almost cannot obtain any leftover bandwidth from voice
and video and, in this situation, the larger guard period is
especially useful for data traffic. In other words, a larger
guard period can prevent starvation of data traffic if
necessary.

3.3 Choice of Guard Period
In this section, we study how to choose the guard period.
We can use Bianchi’s analytical model [21] or an improved
model [18] to approximately estimate the guard period. If
we assume that each station has at least a frame ready to
send all the time, from [18], [21], a saturation (normalized)
throughput SðNÞ is given as
SðNÞ ¼

ps TEðLÞ
;
ð1  pb Þ þ ps Ts þ ½pb  ps Tc

ð1Þ

where ps denotes the probability that a successful transmission occurs in a slot time, TEðLÞ denotes the time to transmit
the average payload,  denotes the duration of an empty
slot time, pb denotes the probability that the channel is busy,
Ts denotes the average time that the channel is sensed busy
because of a successful transmission, Tc denotes the average
time that the channel has a collision, and N is the number of
competing stations. Please refer to [18], [21] for how to
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Fig. 3. Approximated  versus payload size.

calculate all these parameters. A guard  portion can be
chosen as follows:


ð1  pb Þ þ ½pb  ps Tc
  min
;
ð2Þ
NN0 ð1  pb Þ þ ps Ts þ ½pb  ps Tc
where N0 is the minimum number of competing stations in
the system.
Based on (2), we can obtain Fig. 3 for approximated
 values over the average payload size (bytes) under the
following parameters: CWmin ¼ 32, CWmax ¼ 1;024, the retry
limit is 7, the data rate is 54 Mbps, and only data traffic is
considered. Note that the condition that only data traffic is
considered is enough for our purpose here to approximate
the  value. Fig. 3 shows that  depends on both the average
frame size and the minimum number of active stations, N0 ,
in (2). We observe that, by our approximation in Fig. 3, when
N0 ¼ 20,  is around 22%  24%, and when N0 ¼ 10 and
N0 ¼ 5,  is around 18%  23%. In our later extensive
simulations, we choose  ¼ 20%, under which the performance is very good.
However, as we discussed before, a guard period has
another function, i.e., as a period reserved partially for besteffort data traffic. Therefore, a larger guard value does not
hurt the data traffic and QoS, but fewer voice and video
flows can be accepted in the system. But, too small of a
guard value is not recommended, as shown in later
simulation results. Therefore, how to choose a guard period
depends on the system requirements.

4

BANDWIDTH SHARING ALGORITHMS

The previous section provides basic ideas of sharing
schemes. In this section, we propose algorithms to implement these ideas via different admission control algorithms.
Any sharing scheme is implemented with two parts:
1) admission control for voice and video flows and 2) data
control for data traffic. Admission control algorithms are
proposed for different sharing schemes in Sections 4.1, 4.2,
4.3, and 4.4. Data control is the same for all sharing schemes
and is proposed in Section 4.5. Finally, in Section 4.6, we
introduce a new concept for the guard period: outside
guard versus inside guard. For the rest of this paper, we
assume that a measurement interval is a beacon interval.
However, it can be easily applied to any measurement
interval such as several beacon intervals.

4.1 Complete Sharing Scheme
The complete sharing scheme is shown in Fig. 1a. We only
discuss the admission control part here, and data control is
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discussed in a later section. In this section, an AC stands for
either voice AC or video AC.
The distributed admission control is developed to
protect active QoS flows, i.e., voice and video flows. The
QAP announces the transmission budget via beacon frames,
and the budget is shared by both voice and video. The
budget indicates the allowable transmission time in addition to how much is being utilized. QoS Stations (QSTAs)
determine an internal transmission limit per AC for each
beacon interval, based on the transmission count during the
previous beacon period and the transmission budget
announced from the QAP. The local voice/video transmission time per beacon interval shall not exceed the internal
transmission limit per AC. When the transmission budget is
depleted, new flows will not be able to gain transmission
time, while existing flows will not be able to increase the
transmission time per beacon interval, which they are
already using. This mechanism protects existing flows.
Readers are also recommended to read our previously
published related work in [20].

4.1.1 Procedure at QAP
The QoS Parameter Set Element (QPSE) provides information needed by QSTAs for a proper operation of the QoS
facility during a contention period. The QPSE includes
CWmin ½i, CWmax ½i, and AIF S½i for ði ¼ 0; . . . ; 3Þ and
T XOP Budget and SurplusF actor½i for ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ. These
are global variables in the sense that they are maintained by
QAP and transmitted to QSTAs via beacon frames. The first
three variables/parameters were already discussed in the
previous sections. T XOP Budget specifies the additional
amount of time available during the next beacon interval,
and SurplusF actor½ið> 1Þ represents the ratio of over-theair bandwidth reserved for AC i to bandwidth of the
transported frames required for successful transmission.
Note that bandwidth more than the minimum required is
typically reserved to compensate for potential transmission
failures, e.g., due to collisions. The QPSE is calculated by
the QAP for each beacon interval and embedded into the
next beacon frame.
The QAP shall measure the amount of time occupied by
transmissions from each AC during the beacon period,
including associated SIFS and ACK times if applicable. The
QAP shall maintain a set of counters T xT ime½i, which shall
be set to zero immediately following the transmission of a
beacon. For each data frame transmission (either uplink or
downlink), the QAP shall add the time, equal to the frame
transmission time and all overhead involved such as SIFS
and ACK, to the T xT ime counter corresponding to the AC
of that frame. The QAP determines T XOP Budget by
T XOP Budget ¼ maxð1 T 

3
X

T xT ime½i

i¼1

 SurplusF actor½i; 0Þ;

ð3Þ

where 1 T is defined in Fig. 1a and associated explanations.
Note that T XOP Budget in (3) does not have “½i” since it
shared with both the video AC and voice AC. How to
choose SurplusF actor is well studied in [20] and its journal
version in [22].
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4.1.2 Procedure at Each QSTA
When the transmission budget is depleted, new QSTAs
cannot gain transmission time, while existing QSTAs cannot
increase the transmission time per beacon interval, which
they are already utilizing. Accordingly, this mechanism
protects existing flows.
Each QSTA has to maintain the following local variables for each AC: T xUsed½i, T xSuccess½i, T xLimit½i,
T xRemainder½i, and T xMemory½i. These are local variables in the sense that each station locally updates these
variables by counting only those related to the station itself.
In other words, local variables are those related to a
particular station and obtained from the viewpoint of this
station, whereas global variables are related to all stations
in the common wireless channel and obtained from the
viewpoint of the AP. T xUsed½i counts the amount of time
occupied on-air by transmissions, irrespective of success or
not, from AC i of this station, including associated SIFS and
ACK times if applicable. T xSuccess½i counts for the
transmission time for successful transmissions. A station
shall not transmit a data frame if doing so would result in
the value in T xUsed½i exceeding the value in T xLimit½i,
where how to determine this value is presented below. If
the QSTA is prevented from sending a frame for this
reason, it may carry over the partial frame time remainder
to the next beacon interval, by storing the remainder in
T xRemainder½i, where
T xRemainder½i ¼ T xLimit½i  T xUsed½i:
Otherwise, T xRemainder½i ¼ 0. T xMemory½i “memorizes” the amount of resource that AC i of this station
utilized during a beacon interval. Let f denote the damping
factor whose function will be explained below. Let B½i
denote a predefined threshold. Note that B½i is also
referred as to an inside guard period, which will be
discussed in a later section. B½i is also referred as to nonzero-budget in [20] to prevent overprovisioning, and it is
essential to provide a stable quality of video and voice. It is
similar to the guard period, and it has been well studied in
[20] and its journal version in [22]. At each target beacon
transmission time, the T xMemory, T xLimit, and T xSuccess
variables are updated according to the following procedure:
.

If T XOP Budget < B½i,
-

.

Both T xMemory½i and T xRemainder½i shall be
set to zero for new QSTAs which start transmission with this AC in the next beacon interval. All
other QSTAs’ T xMemory½i remain unchanged;

Else
-

For new QSTAs, which start transmission with
this AC in the next beacon interval, an initial
value for T xMemory½i is assigned a number
between 0 and T XOP Budget=SurplusF actor½i.
All other QSTAs’ T xMemory½i are updated
according to the following procedure:
.

T xMemory½i ¼ f  T xMemory½i þ ð1  fÞ
 ðT xSuccess½i  SurplusF actor½i
þ T XOP BudgetÞ;
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. T xSuccess½i ¼ 0;
. T xLimit½i ¼ T xMemory½i þ T xRemainder½i.
Note that, in the above procedure, only T XOP Budget
and SurplusF actor½i are global variables, and the others are
local variables. T XOP Budget is shared by both the video
AC and voice AC so that there is no “½i.” From the above
procedure, when the transmission budget for an AC
becomes zero:
Its T xLimit½i will become zero for new STAs and,
hence, AC i of any new QSTA will not be able to gain
a transmission time in the next beacon interval.
. The existing QSTAs’ T xMemory½i remain unchanged and, hence, the existing QSTAs’ T xLimit½i
remain basically unchanged. In other words, existing
stations will not be able to increase the transmission
time above what they are already using. Note that
this mechanism protects existing flows.
From the above procedure, as long as the transmission
budget is larger than zero, both T xMemory½i and T xLimit½i
need be adjusted periodically. The new T xMemory½i value
is a weighted average of the old T xMemory½i value and the
sum of the successful transmission time and the budget. The
value T xSuccess½i  SurplusF actor½i þ T XOP Budget is
the target to which T xMemory converges. The T xLimit is
equal to T xMemory plus a possible capped remainder,
where T xMemory “memorizes” the amount of time which a
specific AC of the QSTA has been able to utilize per beacon
interval. Once the budget is depleted (i.e., T XOP Budget
hovers around 0), T xMemory converges to T xSuccess,
which is the lower limit. This ensures that a QSTA can
continue consuming the same amount of time in subsequent
beacon intervals. The damping allows for some amount of
fluctuation to occur. However, T xMemory cannot grow any
further in the saturated state. This prevents new flows from
entering a specific AC when it is saturated.
The damping factor does not affect the entrance of a
newly entered flow into the system when an enough budget
is available because the decreased T XOP Budget is offset by
an increased T xSuccess instantaneously, so T xMemory
does not change a lot. In other words, for a newly entered
flow, T XOP Budget is decreased due to this new entrance,
and T xSuccess is increased since it is changed from zero to a
positive value so that the sum of these two in the algorithm
above does not change a lot. The damping factor does affect
T xMemory when a new flow starts up in a QSTA, which
does not have an existing flow of the corresponding AC. In
such a case, the decreased T XOP Budget is not offset by an
increased T xSuccess, and the T xMemory converges to the
lower target value consequently. QSTAs shall not increase
their T xLimit½i if they did not transmit traffic of AC i
during the previous beacon interval.
For each video/voice flow, a Leaky-Bucket algorithm
plus a Token-Bucket algorithm can be also implemented at
the QSTA to control the flow rate.
.

4.2 Forward-Voice Reserved Sharing Scheme
The forward-voice reserved sharing scheme, shown in
Fig. 1b, is similar to the complete sharing scheme. But,
some revisions are needed. Next, we summarize those
differences from the complete sharing scheme.
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There are two different transmission budgets now:
T XOP Budget V oice and T XOP Budget Shared. The QAP
announces these two transmission budget via beacon
frames, the first budget is used for voice only, and the
second budget is shared by both voice and video.
To implement the forward-voice reserved sharing
scheme, we need to differentiate voice flows used for the
reserved region and for the shared region. A flag bit is needed
for frames of voice flows accepted by using the reserved
region to distinguish those frames of voice flows accepted by
the shared region. The flag bit can be implemented by using
one of reserved/unused fields in QoS MAC header. For
convenience of presentation/calculation, we rename voice
flows accepted by using the reserved region as a different
AC, such as AC ¼ 4, and voice flows accepted by using the
shared region remain the same AC, i.e., AC ¼ 3.
The QPSE includes T XOP Budget V oice and

.

max 1 T 

3
X

T xMemory½i ¼ f  T xMemory½i þ ð1  fÞ
 ðT xSuccess½i  SurplusF actor½i
þ T XOP Budget SharedÞ:
. T xSuccess½i ¼ 0.
. T xLimit½i ¼ T xMemory½i þ T xRemainder½i;
At each target beacon transmission time, the T xMemory,
T xLimit, and T xSuccess variables for voice AC in each
QSTA are updated according to the following procedure:
ði ¼ 3; 4Þ

-

-

Both T xMemory½i and T xRemainder½i shall be
set to zero for new QSTAs which start transmission in the next beacon interval. All other
QSTAs’ T xMemory½i remains unchanged;

For new QSTAs, which start transmission
with this AC in the next beacon interval, an
initial value for T xMemory½3 is assigned a
number between 0 and
T XOP Budget Shared=SurplusF actor½3:

.

A ll ot he r QS TAs ’ T xMemory½3 and
T xMemory½4 are updated according to the
following procedure:

T xMemory½3 ¼ f  T xMemory½3
þ ð1  fÞ  ðT xSuccess½3
 SurplusF actor½3
þ T XOP Budget SharedÞ;
T xMemory½4 ¼ f  T xMemory½4
þ ð1  fÞ  ðT xSuccess½4
 SurplusF actor½4
þ T XOP Budget ReservedÞ;
T xSuccess½i ¼ 0;
T xLimit½i ¼ T xMemory½i þ T xRemainder½i;
Else If T XOP Budget Reserved  B½4,
-

ð5Þ

If TXOPBudget Shared < B½i,

E a c h o f T xMemory½3, T xMemory½4,
T xRemainder½3, a n d T xRemainder½4
shall be set to zero for new QSTAs which
start transmission in the next beacon
interval. In other words, this voice flow
is rejected. All other QSTAs’ T xMemory½3
and T xMemory½4 remain unchanged;
Else, if T XOP Budget Shared  B½3,

.

i¼1

.

If T XOP Budget Shared < B½3,
.

!

where 1 T and 2 T are defined in Fig. 1b and associated
explanations. Note that, in (5), AC ¼ 4 is just for presentation convenience, and it can be implemented by using a flag
bit in a real system.
At each target beacon transmission time, the T xMemory,
T xLimit, and T xSuccess variables for video AC in each
QSTA are updated according to the following procedure:
ði ¼ 1; 2Þ

If T XOP Budget Reserved < B½4,
-

T xT ime½i  SurplusF actor½i; 0 ; ð4Þ

T XOP Budget V oice ¼
maxð2 T  T xT ime½4  SurplusF actor½4; 0Þ;

For new QSTAs, which start transmission with
this AC in the next beacon interval, an initial value
for T xMemory½i is assigned a number between
0 and T XOP Budget Shared=SurplusF actor½i.
All other QSTAs’ T xMemory½i are updated
according to the following procedure:
.

instead of T XOP Budget. T XOP Budget V oice specifies the
additional amount of time available during the next beacon
interval for voice flows in the reserved region, and
T XOP Budget Shared specifies the additional amount of
time available during the next beacon interval for voice and
video flows in the shared region. The QAP shall measure
the amount of time occupied by transmissions from each
region (reserved or shared) during the beacon period,
including associated SIFS and ACK times if applicable. The
QAP shall maintain a set of counters T xT ime½i, which shall
be set to zero immediately following the transmission of a
beacon. For each data frame transmission (either uplink or
downlink), the QAP shall add the time, equal to the frame
transmission time and all overhead involved such as SIFS
and ACK, to the T xT ime counter corresponding to the AC
of that frame. The QAP determines T XOP Budget V oice
and T XOP Budget Shared by
T XOP Budget Shared ¼

Else
-

.

T XOP Budget Shared
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.

-

For new QSTAs, which start transmission with
this AC in the next beacon interval, an initial
value for T xMemory½4 is assigned a number
between 0 and
T XOP Budget Reserved=SurplusF actor½4:
From now on, this voice flow is accepted in the
reserved region and a flag bit is set for each
frame from this flow.
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A l l o t h e r Q S T A s ’ T xMemory½3 a n d
T xMemory½4 are updated according to the
following procedure:
T xMemory½3 ¼ f  T xMemory½3 þ ð1  fÞ
 ðT xSuccess½3  SurplusF actor½3
þ T XOP Budget SharedÞ;
. T xMemory½4 ¼ f x T xMemory½4 þ ð1  fÞ
 ðT xSuccess½4 x SurplusF actor½4
þ T XOP Budget ReservedÞ;
T xSuccess½i ¼ 0;
T xLimit½i ¼ T xMemory½i þ T xRemainder½i;
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value for T xMemory½3 is assigned a number
between 0 and
T XOP Budget Shared=SurplusF actor½3:

.

-

4.3 Backward-Voice Reserved Sharing Scheme
The backward-voice reserved sharing scheme is the same as
the forward-voice reserved sharing scheme except that the
order of using budgets for voice flows. We explain the
difference the forward-voice reserved sharing scheme as
follows. At each target beacon transmission time, the
T xMemory, T xLimit, and T xSuccess variables for voice
AC in each QSTA are updated according to the following
procedure: ði ¼ 3; 4Þ
.

If T XOP Budget Reserved < B½3,
-

If T XOP Budget Shared < B½4,
E a c h o f T xMemory½3, T xMemory½4,
T xRemainder½3, a n d T xRemainder½4
shall be set to zero for new QSTAs which
start transmission in the next beacon
interval. In other words, this voice flow
is rejected. All other QSTAs’ T xMemory½3
and T xMemory½4 remain unchanged;
Else if T XOP Budget Shared  B½4,

.

-

.

For new QSTAs, which start transmission
with this AC in the next beacon interval, an
initial value for T xMemory½4 is assigned a
number between 0 and
T XOP Budget Reserved=SurplusF actor½4:

.

From now on, this voice flow is accepted in
the reserved region, and a flag bit is set for
each frame from this flow.
A l l ot h e r Q ST As ’ T xMemory½3 and
T xMemory½4 are updated according to the
following procedure:

T xMemory½3 ¼ f  T xMemory½3
þ ð1  fÞ  ðT xSuccess½3
 SurplusF actor½3
þ T XOP Budget SharedÞ;
T xMemory½4 ¼ f  T xMemory½4
þ ð1  fÞ  ðT xSuccess½4
 SurplusF actor½4
þ T XOP Budget ReservedÞ;
T xSuccess½i ¼ 0;
T xLimit½i ¼ T xMemory½i þ T xRemainder½i;
Else If T XOP Budget Reserved  B½3,
-

.

-

For new QSTAs, which start transmission with
this AC in the next beacon interval, an initial

-

A l l o t h e r Q S T A s ’ T xMemory½3 a n d
T xMemory½4 are updated according to the
following procedure:
T xMemory½3 ¼ f x T xMemory½3 þ ð1  fÞ
 ðT xSuccess½3  SurplusF actor½3
þ T XOP Budget SharedÞ;
. T xMemory½4 ¼ f  T xMemory½4 þ ð1  fÞ
 ðT xSuccess½4  SurplusF actor½4
þ T XOP Budget ReservedÞ;
T xSuccess½i ¼ 0;
T xLimit½i ¼ T xMemory½i þ T xRemainder½i;
.

-

4.4 Other Sharing Schemes
The previous two schemes provide two examples of how to
extend the complete sharing schemes to other sharing
schemes. Similarly, we can define other seven algorithms
shown in Fig. 1. Due to limited space, we do not plan to
explain each algorithm in detail. Instead, we provide some
guidelines as follows.
4.4.1 Number of Budgets
For the forward-video reserved sharing scheme shown in
Fig. 1d and the backward-video reserved sharing scheme
shown in Fig. 1e, we need to define two different budgets
for the shared region and the reserved region similar to the
forward-voice reserved sharing scheme. An 1 T portion of
the total bandwidth is reserved for video flows only, an 2 T
portion of the total bandwidth is for complete sharing
among voice and video flows, and a T portion of the total
bandwidth is for the guard period, where  þ 1 þ 2 ¼ 1.
Equations (4) and (5) need to be redefined accordingly and
similarly.
For the forward-reserved sharing scheme shown in
Fig. 1f, the backward-reserved sharing scheme shown in
Fig. 1g, the backward-voice forward-video reserved sharing
scheme shown in Fig. 1h, and the forward-voice backwardvideo reserved sharing scheme shown in Fig. 1i, we need to
define three different budgets for the shared region and the
reserved regions similar to the forward-voice reserved
sharing scheme. An 1 T portion of the total bandwidth is
reserved for video flows only, an 2 T portion of the total
bandwidth is for complete sharing among voice and video
flows, an 3 T portion of the total bandwidth is reserved for
voice flows only, and a T portion of the total bandwidth is
for the guard period, where  þ 1 þ 2 þ 3 ¼ 1. Equations (4) and(5) need to be redefined into three equations
accordingly and similarly. Note that parameters, such as ,
, etc., can be tuned via experiments by service providers.
Since traffic patterns of voice, video, and data traffic may
change based on the users’ requirements, they may be
adjusted by service providers. How to optimize these
parameters is a difficult task and will be our future work.
4.4.2 Difference of Voice or Video in Different Regions
A flag bit is needed to distinguish frames of video flows
accepted by the reserved region from frames of video flows
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accepted by the shared region for the forward-video
reserved sharing scheme shown in Fig. 1d and the
backward-video reserved sharing scheme shown in Fig. 1e.
Two flag bits are needed for the forward reserved
sharing scheme shown in Fig. 1f, the backward reserved
sharing scheme shown in Fig. 1g, the backward-voice
forward-video reserved sharing scheme shown in Fig. 1h,
and the forward-voice backward-video reserved sharing
scheme shown in Fig. 1i. A flag bit is needed to distinguish
frames of video flows accepted by the reserved region from
frames of video flows accepted by the shared region, and
another flag bit is needed to distinguish frames of voice
flows accepted by the reserved region from frames of voice
flows accepted by the shared region.

4.4.3 Forward versus Backward
Similar to the forward/backward-voice reserved sharing
scheme proposed in the previous sections, in a forward
scheme, budget is used first in the reserved region if having
any, and then in the shared region; in a backward scheme,
budget is used first in the shared region, and then in the
reserved region if having any. Admission control algorithms are changed accordingly and similarly.
4.4.4 Local Calculations
At each QSTA, the calculations in algorithms are adjusted
accordingly by considering at least three aspects: 1) number
of different budgets, 2) forward/backward, and 3) different
regions.
4.5 Data Control
Since too many data transmissions can degrade the
performance of existing voice and video flows, we propose
a retry-based data control mechanism in this paper to
dynamically adjust data traffic parameters based on traffic
conditions. In the proposed approach, stations dynamically
adjust the EDCA data parameters based on the behavior of
one or more frame transmission(s). During each frame
transmission, whenever the number of retries ever reaches a
threshold K, the next frame’s initial window size is
increased by CWmin ½0 ¼   CWmin ½0; whenever there are
L consecutive successful transmissions, the next frame’s
initial window size is decreased by CWmin ½0 ¼ CWmin ½0=.
Note that the above changes should be within the data
EDCA parameter’s range, i.e., CWmin ½0  CWmin ½1 holds
all the time and, otherwise, no change should be made.
4.6 Outside Guard versus Inside Guard
We explained the guard period in the previous sections. We
further refer a guard period shown in Fig. 1 to an outside
guard. We define an inside guard period as B½i, which is
used in Sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 as an admission control
threshold. Fig. 4 illustrates the concept of inside guard and
outside guard. An outside guard occupies a separation
portion of the total bandwidth, and an inside guard period
is a budget threshold for a shared/reserved region beyond
which new voice/video flows are rejected. If an inside
guard is not used, then we have B½i ¼ 0. Intuitively, an
outside guard period and an inside guard have similar
functions, but they are not exactly the same. They can be
used at the same time. We will further evaluate them in the
next section.
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Fig. 4. (a) Outside guard (b) Inside guard.

5

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct a performance evaluation for the
proposed sharing schemes via extensive simulations. We
adopted IEEE 802.11a [1] and IEEE 802.11e draft [2] in these
simulations. Three traffic types are considered in our
simulations: voice (AC 3), video (AC 2), and data (AC 0).
Section 5.1 will introduce performance metrics and simulation setup. In Section 5.2, we compare a complete sharing
scheme with our Partition scheme proposed in [20]. In
Section 5.3, we compare the complete sharing scheme with
the forward-voice reserved sharing scheme. In Section 5.4,
we compare the forward-voice reserved sharing scheme
with the backward-voice reserved sharing scheme. In
Section 5.5, we compare the complete sharing scheme with
the forward-video reserved sharing scheme. In Section 5.6,
we study the effects of the guard period and compare
outside guard period with inside guard period in the
complete sharing scheme.

5.1 Performance Metrics and Simulation Setup
We adopt the following performance metrics in our
simulations:
average throughput per voice flow, video flow, or data
station,
2. total throughput,
3. Txlimit,
4. TxBudget,
5. number for accepted and active flows (NAAF) in the
system per AC, and
6. throughput square relative difference (SRD).
Throughput SRD is proposed to characterize the normalized difference of achieved throughput and required
throughput. Let kðtÞ and Ti ðtÞ denote the number of flows
in an AC ðAC > 0Þ and the average throughput, respectively, at the tth measurement interval. Let Ti denote the
required throughput for flow iði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; kðtÞÞ. Throughput SRD at the tth measurement interval for this AC is
defined
1.

SRDT ðtÞ ¼

kðtÞ
X


 2
ðTi ðtÞ  Ti Þ Ti :

ð6Þ

i¼1

We assume that the transmitted traffic is not larger than
required throughput on average; otherwise, a token bucket
algorithm can be also implemented to control the traffic
rate. Throughput SRD can be only applied to voice and
video traffic, but not data traffic.
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TABLE 1
Comparison

AIF S½3 ¼ 25s;
CWmin ½3 ¼ 16; CWmax ½3 ¼ 256;
CWmin ½2 ¼ 32; CWmax ½2 ¼ 2;048; AIF S½2 ¼ 25s;
CWmin ½0 ¼ 256; CWmax ½0 ¼ 51;200; AIF S½0 ¼ 34s;
and queue size is 30 frames for each AC (voice, video, and
data). For other parameters, the following values are
adopted unless stated otherwise: the beacon interval is
100 ms, the damping factor is 0.9, and each voice flow is
0.0832 Mbps, which is generated by a constant interarrival
time 20 ms with a fixed payload size of 208 bytes,
corresponding to G.711-coded VoIP over RTP/UDP/IP/
SNAP [19]. Each video flow is 4.68 Mbps, which is
generated by a constant interarrival time 2.5 ms with a
mean payload size of 1464 bytes. It corresponds to a trafficshaped CBR video flow. Each station generates data frames
with an exponential distribution with a mean interarrival
time 12 ms and a fixed payload size of 1,500 bytes.
IEEE 802.11a is adopted and parameters are listed as
follows: the data rate is 54 Mbps, the control rate is 24 Mbps,
the retry limit is 7, the SIFS time is 16 s, the Slot time is
9 s, the physical layer’s preamble is 16 s, the physical
header time is 4 s, and a symbol time is 4 s. We assume
that all the stations are within the transmission range. Data
control parameter  ¼ 1:3. An inside voice guard is 4 ms and
an inside video guard is 20 ms unless stated otherwise.

5.2 Complete Sharing versus Partition
In this section, we compare the complete sharing (CS)
scheme with our Partition scheme proposed in [20]. For the
CS scheme, we have 1 ¼ 0:8 and  ¼ 0:2. For the Partition
scheme [20], voice traffic, video traffic, and guard (data)
have separate partitions, and we have 2 ¼ 0:2 (voice), 1 ¼
0:6 (video), and  ¼ 0:2 (data or guard). We conduct two
case studies. The simulation time is 300 seconds. The
simulation results are summarized in Table 1. As indicated
in the table, for both case studies and both schemes, QoS are
well achieved. For both case studies, the CS scheme accepts
more voice/video flows than the Partition scheme [20] with
guaranteed QoS requirement. In other words, the proposed
CS scheme outperforms than our Partition scheme in [20].
5.3

Complete Sharing versus Forward-Voice
Reserved Sharing
In this section, we compare the complete sharing (CS)
scheme with Forward-VOice Reserved Sharing (FVORS)

scheme. Traffic arrivals are listed as follows: At the
beginning of the simulation, for every 5 seconds, there is
one video flow arrival until the number of arrived video
flows reaches 5; after then, for every 5 seconds, there is one
voice flow arrival until the number of arrived voice flows
reaches 25. At the beginning of the simulation, for every
5 seconds, there is one data station arrival until the number
of arrived data stations reaches 10. Note that some video/
voice flows are accepted, but others are rejected. Voice and
data traffic stays in the system throughout the simulation.
The lifetime of a video flow is 150 seconds. For the CS
scheme, we have 1 ¼ 0:8 and  ¼ 0:2. For the FVORS
scheme, we have 2 ¼ 0:2, 1 ¼ 0:6, and  ¼ 0:2. The
simulation time is 200 seconds.
Fig. 5 shows the number of accepted and active flows
(NAAF) for voice, video, and data, where Figs. 5a, 5b, and
5c are for the CS scheme, and Figs. 5d, 5e, and 5f are for the
FVORS scheme. As illustrated in figure, the CS scheme
totally accepts five video flows, 12 voice flows, and 10 data
stations, and the FVORS scheme totally accepts four video
flows, 21 voice flows, and 10 data stations. Although the
two schemes have the same traffic pattern, five video flows
are accepted for the CS scheme, whereas four video flows
are accepted in the FVORS scheme. This indicates that the
CS scheme is more efficient to accommodate more video
traffic. However, 21 voice flows are accepted in the FVORS
scheme, whereas only 12 voice flows are accepted in the CS
scheme. One reason is that the CS scheme accepts one more
video flow so that there is not much budget left. Another
reason is that the FVORS scheme reserves bandwidth for the
voice traffic so that more voice traffic can be accommodated

Fig. 5. (a), (b), and (c) NAAF versus time (s) (CS). (d), (e), and (f) NAAF versus time (s) (FVORS).
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Fig. 6. (a) and (b) Throughput SRD versus time (s) (CS). (c) and (d) Throughput SRD versus time (s) (FVORS).

Fig. 7. (a), (b), and (c) Average throughput (Mbps) per flow versus time (s) (CS). (d), (e), and (f) Average throughput (Mbps) per flow versus time (s)
(FVORS).

in the FVORS scheme. Therefore, if the system has the
requirement that some number of voice flows should be
reserved so that guaranteed voice traffic are available if
needed, the FVORS scheme should be adopted. Otherwise,
the CS scheme should be adopted.
Fig. 6 shows throughput SRDs for voice and video,
where Figs. 6a and 6b are for the CS scheme and Figs. 6c
and 6d are for the FVORS scheme. We observe that, for both
schemes, the throughput SRDs are small, good, and
bounded by 0.1, which is a predefined QoS requirement
in this simulation. In other words, QoS is guaranteed.
Fig. 7 shows average throughput (Mbps) per flow, where
Figs. 7a, 7b, and 7c are for the CS scheme, and Figs. 7d and
7f are for the FVORS scheme. We observe that, for both
schemes, voice and video flows have very stable average
throughputs, although traffic is changed and more flows
are accepted with the time. A voice flow maintains
0.0832 Mbps throughput pretty well, and a video flow
maintains 4.68 Mbps throughput pretty well. We also
observe that, when more video flows and voice flows are
accepted in the system, the throughput per data station
decreases, and when video flows leave, the throughput per
station increases. These are caused by the data control
mechanism in which, when voice and video traffic is heavy,
data parameters are controlled by the data control mechanism automatically. Note that data throughput is not
guaranteed since it is best effort traffic. We also observe
that data traffic is degraded more for the CS scheme than
that for the FVOSR scheme since there is one more video
accepted in the system for the CS scheme.
Fig. 8 shows total throughput, where Fig. 8a is for the CS
scheme and Fig. 8b is for the FVORS scheme. As illustrated
in the figure, for both schemes, the total throughput
increases as more video flows are accepted in the system
and decreases as video flows leave. The CS scheme has a
little better throughput for the most of the simulation time
since it accepts one more video flow. At the nearly end of
the simulation, the FVORS scheme has a little better

throughput than the CS scheme since it has more voice
flows in the system.
Fig. 9 shows Budget, i.e., T XOP Budget, where Fig. 9a is
for the CS scheme and Figs. 9b and 9c are for the FVORS
scheme. Fig. 9a shows that, at the beginning of the
simulation for the CS scheme, the total budget is 80 ms.
As video flows and voice flows are accepted in the system,
the budget becomes less. As the budget becomes very less,
the newly arrived video/voice flows are all rejected by the
admission control. As video flows leave, the budget comes
back around to 70 ms but not to 80 ms since there are still
12 voice flows in the system. Fig. 9c shows that, at the
beginning of the simulation for the FVORS scheme, the
budget for the shared region is 60 ms. As voice and video

Fig. 8. (a) Total throughput versus time (s) (CS). (b) Total throughput
versus time (s) (FVORS).

Fig. 9. (a) Budget versus time (s) (CS). (b) and (c) Budget versus time
(s) (FVORS).
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Fig. 10. (a) and (b) Txlimit versus time (s) (CS). (c), (d), and (e) Txlimit versus time (s) (FVORS).

Fig. 11. (a), (b), and (c) NAAF versus time (s) (FVORS). (d), (e), and (f) versus time (s) (BVORS).

flows arrive, the budget in the shared region decreases, and
as the budget in the shared region becomes low enough,
newly arrived video flows are rejected. Fig. 9b shows that,
at the beginning of the simulation for the FVORS scheme,
the budget for the reserved region has 20 ms. The budget
for the reserved region is used when the first voice flow
arrives since the scheme is a “Forward” scheme in the sense
that the reserved region is used first. The budget decreases
when more voice flows are accepted in the system. As the
budget in the reserved region becomes very less and at this
moment the budget in the shared region is very less too,
new voice flows are all rejected.
Fig. 10 shows Txlimit, where Figs. 10a and 10b are for the
CS scheme, and Figs. 10c, 10d, and 10e are for the FVORS
scheme. Fig. 10b shows that video Txlimit for the CS scheme
is 80 ms at the beginning of the simulation in the shared
region and drops five times in big steps since five video
flows are accepted in the system; then, video Txlimit further
decreases since more voice flows are accepted and both
voice and video share the same region. As the video flows
leave, video Txlimit increases back again, but is still less
than 80 ms since there are still some voice flows in the
system. Fig. 10a shows that voice Txlimit for the CS scheme
drops many times in small steps in the shared since many
voice flows are accepted in the system; as the video flows
leave, video Txlimit increases back again. Fig. 10e shows
that video Txlimit for the FVORS scheme is 60 ms in the
shared region at the beginning of the simulation and drops
four times in big steps since four video flows are accepted
in the system. As the video flows leave, video Txlimit
increases back to 60 ms again since there are no voice flows
in the shared region. Fig. 10c shows voice Txlimit for the CS
scheme drops many times in small steps in the reserved
region since many voice flows are accepted in the system.
As the video flows leave, video Txlimit does not increase
since the departed video is in the different region. Fig. 10
also shows the effects of convergence of TxLimit: After
several seconds of acceptance, TxLimits of different video/
voice flows converge to almost the same value fairly.

5.4

Forward-Voice Reserved Sharing versus
Backward-Voice Reserved Sharing
In this section, we compare the Forward-VOice Reserved
Sharing (FVORS) scheme with the Backward-VOice Reserved Sharing (BVORS) scheme. Traffic arrivals are listed
as follows: At the beginning of the simulation, for every
5 seconds, there is one voice flow arrival until the number
arrived voice flows reaches 20. After then, for every
5 seconds, there is one video flow arrival until the number
of arrived video flows reaches 5. After then, for every
5 seconds, there is one voice flow arrival until the number of
arrived voice flows reaches total 45. At the beginning of the
simulation, for every 5 seconds, there is one data station
arrival until the number of arrived data stations reaches 10.
Note that some video/voice flows are accepted, but others
are rejected. Voice, video, and data traffic stays in the
system throughout the simulation. For both the FVORS
scheme and the BVORS scheme, we have 2 ¼ 0:2, 1 ¼ 0:6,
and  ¼ 0:2. The simulation time is 300 seconds.
Fig. 11 shows the number of accepted and active flows
(NAAF) for voice, video, and data, where Figs. 11a, 11b, and
11c are for the FVORS scheme, and Figs. 11d and 11f are for
the BVORS scheme. As illustrated in figure, the FVORS
scheme totally accepts 20 voice flows, three video flows, an
additional seven voice flows, and 10 data stations, and the
BVORS scheme totally accepts 20 voice flows, two video
flows, an additional 18 voice flows, and 10 data stations.
Although the two schemes have the same traffic pattern,
three video flows are accepted for the FVORS scheme,
whereas two video flows are accepted in the BVORS
scheme. This indicates that the FVORS scheme is more
efficient to accommodate more video traffic. However,
38 voice flows are accepted in the BVORS scheme, whereas
only 27 voice flows are accepted in the FVORS scheme. One
reason is that the FVORS scheme accepts one more video
flow so that there is not much budget left. Another reason is
that the BVORS scheme uses budget in the shared region
first, and then reserved region so that more voice traffic can
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Fig. 12. (a) and (b) Throughput SRD versus time (s) (FVORS). (c) and (d) Throughput SRD versus time (s) (BVORS).

Fig. 13. (a), (b), and (c) Average throughput (Mbps) per flow versus time (s) (FVORS). (d), (e), and (f) Average throughput (Mbps) per flow versus
time (s) (BVORS).

Fig. 14. (a), (b), and (c) Txlimit versus time (s) (FVORS). (d), (e), and (f) Txlimit versus time (s) (BVORS).

be accommodated in the BVORS scheme. In other words,
the BVORS scheme is more “selfish” on voice budget.
Fig. 12 shows throughput SRDs for voice and video, where
Figs. 12a and 12b are for the FVORS scheme, and Figs. 12c and
12d are for the BVORS scheme. We observe that, for both
schemes, the throughput SRDs are small, good, and bounded
by 0.1, which is a predefined QoS requirement in this
simulation. In other words, QoS is guaranteed.
Fig. 13 shows average throughput (Mbps) per flow,
where Figs. 13a, 13b, and 13c are for the FVORS scheme,
and Figs. 13d and 13f are for the BVORS scheme. We
observe that, for both schemes, voice and video flows have
very stable average throughputs, although traffic is changed
and more flows are accepted with the time. We also observe
that, when more video flows and voice flows are accepted
in the system, the throughput per data station decreases.
These are caused by the data control mechanism. We also
observe that data traffic is degraded more for the FVOSR
scheme than for the BVOSR scheme since there is one more
video accepted in the system for the FVOSR scheme.
Although, for the BVOSR scheme, there are 11 more
accepted voice flows, a video flow needs much more
bandwidth than 11 voice flows.
Fig. 14 (Fig. 15) shows Txlimit(Budget), where Figs. 14a,
14b, and 14c are for the FVORS scheme, and Figs. 14d and
14f are for the BVORS scheme. According to the traffic
pattern, the FVORS scheme first uses the budget in the
reserved region for accepted voice flows (Fig. 14a or

Fig. 15a). Second, it uses the budget in the shared region
for accepted voice flows (Fig. 14b or Fig. 15b) when the
budget in the reserved region is smaller enough. Third, it
uses the budget in the shared region for accepted video
flows (Fig. 14c or Fig. 15b). Finally, it uses the budget in the
shared region for accepted voice flows (Fig. 14b or Fig. 15b).
On the other hand, according to the traffic pattern, the
BVORS scheme first uses the budget in the shared region for
accepted voice flows (Fig. 14e or Fig. 15d). Second, it uses
the budget in the shared region for accepted video flows
(Fig. 14f or Fig. 15d). Third, it uses the budget in the shared
region for accepted voice flows (Fig. 14e or Fig. 15c). Finally,
it uses the budget in the reserved region for accepted voice
flows (Fig. 14d or Fig. 15b) when the budget in the shared
region is smaller enough. The above sequences exactly
show the difference between “forward” and “backward.”

5.5

Complete Sharing versus Forward-Video
Reserved Sharing
In this section, we compare the complete sharing (CS)
scheme with the Forward VIdeo Reserved Sharing (FVIRS)
scheme. Traffic arrivals are listed as follows: At the
beginning of the simulation, for every 5 seconds, there is
one voice flow arrival until the number of arrived voice
flows reaches 50; after then, for every 5 seconds, there is one
video flow arrival until the number of arrived video flows
reaches 5. At the beginning of the simulation, for every
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Fig. 15. (a) and (b) Budget versus time (s) (FVORS). (c) and (d) Budget versus time (s) (BVORS).

Fig. 16. (a), (b), and (c) NAAF versus time (s) (CS). (d), (e), and (f) NAAF versus time (s) (FVIRS).

5 seconds, there is one data station arrival until the number
of arrived data stations reaches 10. Video and data traffic
stays in the system throughout the simulation. The lifetime
of a voice flow is 300 seconds. For the CS scheme, we have
1 ¼ 0:8 and  ¼ 0:2. For the FVIRS scheme, we have
2 ¼ 0:4, 1 ¼ 0:4, and  ¼ 0:2. The simulation time is
500 seconds.
Fig. 16 shows the number of accepted and active flows
(NAAF) for voice, video, and data, where Figs. 16a, 16b, and
16c are for the CS scheme and Figs. 16d and 16f are for the
FVIRS scheme. As illustrated in figure, the CS scheme
totally accepts 50 voice flows, zero video flow, and 10 data
stations, and the FVIRS scheme totally accepts 32 voice
flows, two video flows, and 10 data stations. Although the
two schemes have the same traffic pattern, no video flow is
accepted for the CS scheme, whereas two video flows are
accepted in the FVIRS scheme. However, the CS scheme
accepts 50 voice flows, whereas the FVIRS scheme accepts
only 32 voice flows. Since the voice flows come first, the CS
scheme accepts all the voice flows, and then has no budget
for any new video. On the other hand, the FVIRS scheme
reserves some bandwidth for the video flows so that two
video flows are accepted when they arrive, but the
bandwidth for voice flows is limited so that only 32 voice
flows are accepted, and other voice flows are rejected.
Therefore, if the system has the requirement that some
number of video flows should be reserved so that
guaranteed video traffic are available if needed, the FVIRS
scheme should be adopted.
Fig. 17 shows Budget, where Fig. 17a is for the CS
scheme and Figs. 17b and 17c are for the FVIRS scheme.
Fig. 17a shows that, for the CS scheme, as more voice flows
are accepted in the system, the budget decreases, and as
more voice flows leave, the budget increases again. Fig. 17b
shows that, for the FVIRS scheme, the budget for video in
the reserved region decreases with two big steps when two
video are accepted and, at a later time, when voice flows
leave, the budget for video in the reserved increases a little.
Note that all other video flows are rejected. Fig. 17c shows
that, for the FVIRS scheme, the budget for voice in the

shared region decreases as more voice flows are accepted
and increases as more voice flows leave.
Fig. 18 shows Txlimit, where Fig. 18a is for the CS scheme
and Figs. 18b and 18c are for the FVIRS scheme. According
to the traffic pattern, the CS scheme accepts 50 voice flows,
as shown in Fig. 18a, and the FVIRS scheme accepts 32 voice
flows, as shown in Fig. 18c, and two video flows, as shown
in Fig. 18b.

5.6 Outside versus Inside Guard Period in CS
In this section, we compare the outside guard with the
inside guard and study the effects of the guard period. As
we discussed earlier, a guard period has two functions: 1) as
a guard threshold reserved partially for collision and idle
time and 2) as a period reserved partially for best-effort
data. The inside guard has one additional function as the
admission control threshold. Traffic arrivals are listed as

Fig. 17. (a) Budget versus time (s) (CS). (b) and (c) Budget versus time
(s) (FVIRS).

Fig. 18. (a) Txlimit versus time (s) (CS). (b) and (c) Txlimit versus time
(s) (FVIRS).
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Fig. 19. (a), (b), and (c) NAAF versus time (s), guard ¼ 20 ms. (d), (e), and (f) NAAF versus time (s), guard ¼ 40 ms.

Fig. 20. Average throughput (Mbps) per flow versus time (s). (a), (b), and (c) guard ¼ 20 ms. (d), (e), and (f) guard ¼ 40 ms.

follows; At the beginning of the simulation, for every
5 seconds, there is one voice flow arrival until the number of
arrived voice flows reaches 10. After then, for every
5 seconds, there is one video flow arrival until the number
of arrived video flows reaches 10. After then, for every
5 seconds, there is one voice flow arrival until the total
number of arrived voice flows reaches 30. At the beginning
of the simulation, for every 5 seconds, there is one data
station arrival until the number of arrived data stations
reaches 10.

5.6.1 Effects of Outside Guard
In this section, we study the effects of the outside guard for
the complete sharing scheme. We study two scenarios:
1) guardðoutsideÞ ¼ 20 ms and 2) guard ¼ 40 ms.
Fig. 19 shows the number of accepted and active flows
(NAAF) for voice, video, and data, where Figs. 19a, 19b, and
19c are for guard ¼ 20 ms and Figs. 19d, 19e, and 19f are for
¼ 40 ms. As illustrated in figure, when guard ¼ 20 ms, the
scheme totally accepts 10 voice flows, five video flows, an
additional two voice flows, and 10 data stations; when
guard ¼ 40 ms, the scheme totally accepts 10 voice flows,
three video flows, an additional eight voice flows, and
10 data stations. In other words, as the guard increases, the
bandwidth for voice and video decreases. The number of
accepted voice flows increases when the guard period is
40 ms since fewer video flows are accepted due to the larger
guard period and, on the other hand, more voice flows can
be accepted due to the decreased number of accepted
video flows.
Fig. 20 shows the average throughput (Mbps) per flow,
where Figs. 20a, 20b, and 20c are for guard ¼ 20 ms and
Figs. 20d, 20e, and 20f are for guard ¼ 40 ms. We observe
that, for both schemes, voice and video flows have very
stable average throughputs although traffic is changed and
more flows are accepted with the time. We also observe
that, when the guard period is larger, the best-effort data’s
average throughput per station is larger (Fig. 20c versus
Fig. 20f). Since there are total data throughputs are about

0.5 Mbps and 6.5 Mbps at the end of the simulation for
guard ¼ 20 ms and guard ¼ 40 ms, respectively.
Furthermore, both cases have good throughput SRD (the
figure is omitted).

5.6.2 Effects of Inside Guard Period
We study the effects of inside guard period without an
outside guard. We have two scenarios: 1) no inside guard
and 2) a voice inside guard is 40 ms and a video inside
guard is 60 ms. In scenario 1, the scheme totally accepts
10 voice flows, 10 video flows, an additional 19 voice flows,
and 10 data stations; in scenario 2, the scheme totally
accepts 10 voice flows, three video flows, an additional
12 voice flows, and 10 data stations. However, as shown in
Fig. 21, scenario 1 has an unacceptably bad average
throughput for video since too many videos are accepted.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 22, throughput SRDs are very
bad for both voice and video in scenario 1. On the other
hand, scenario 2 has very a good average throughput for
both video and voice, as shown in Fig. 21, and a very good
throughput SRD for both voice and video, as shown Fig. 22.
From Fig. 21 and Fig. 22, we also observe that the data
throughput per station is better than inside guards are large
and becomes very small when there are no inside guards
under heavy video and voice traffic.
In summary, either the inside guard period or the outside
guard period is necessary in order to guarantee QoS.
However, several inside guards without an outside guard
period may not be very efficient. Based on our many
simulations and experiences, our recommendation is to use
both an inside guard and an outside guard, and inside
guards should be chosen as relatively small values, where an
outside guard should be chosen as a relatively large value.
An adaptive mechanism to adjust channel access parameters based on traffic load or the number of contending
stations can be easily incorporated with the proposed
admission control algorithms to use channel more efficiently, i.e., accommodating more voice or video flow via
adaptively reducing guard period. This is our future work.
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Fig. 21. Average throughput (Mbps) per flow without an outside guard versus time (s). (a), (b), and (c) No inside guard. (d), (e), and (f) A voice inside
guard ¼ 40 ms and a video inside guard ¼ 60 ms.

6

CONCLUSION

AND

FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we addressed very challenging issues, i.e., how
to guarantee QoS and conduct efficient bandwidth allocations in the IEEE 802.11e contention-based distributed
WLANs. We proposed nine novel sharing schemes for
bandwidth allocation that all can provide guaranteed QoS
with admission controls for voice and video and a data
control mechanism. The complete sharing scheme is the best
in terms of utilization among the nine sharing schemes;
however, with a reserved region for an AC, some minimum
traffic for this AC can be guaranteed and more traffic for the
reserved AC may be accepted in the system depending on the
need for this AC. A forward scheme is more efficient than a
backward scheme since the backward scheme is a selfish and
greedy scheme for the reserved AC; however, in a backward
scheme, more traffic for the reserved AC may be accepted in
the system. The complete sharing scheme is shown to be
better than our Partition scheme proposed in [20].
Furthermore, a (outside) guard period concept is
proposed to prevent bandwidth allocation from over
provisioning and is for data traffic. Our study shows that
the guard period is one key aspect for QoS guarantees. We
further propose an inside guard period concept. Either
aninside guard period or an outside guard period is
necessary in order to guarantee QoS. However, several
inside guards without an outside guard period may be not
very efficient. Based on our many simulations and experiences, our recommendation is to use both inside guard and
outside guard, and inside guards should be chosen as
relatively small values, where an outside guard should be
chosen a relatively large value. A larger guard period can
allow more data traffic in the system.
Note that our work does not mean to follow the exact
changing of the IEEE 802.11e standard, but provide
different approaches and solutions. Our future work will

look into more details of the final version of the published
IEEE 802.11e standard. Our future work also include
proposing adaptive mechanisms to adjust channel access
parameters based on traffic load or the number of
contending stations coupled with the proposed admission
control algorithms to use channels more efficiently, i.e.,
accommodating more voice or video flow via adaptively
reducing the guard period.
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